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MULTIPLE SCATTERING OF THERMAL NEUTRONS 

by 

J, P. Plummer 

ABST.RAC'!'T' 

This report examines the quantum mechanical treatment of 

multiple scattering developed by Watson and co-workers and applies 

it to thermal neutron scattering in the static approximation. It 

is shown that recent efforts along similar lines appearing in the 

literature have been oversimplified approaches to a very complex 

problem. 
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MULTIPLE SCATTERING OF THERMAL NEUTRONS 

INTRODUCTION 

Recently the problem of multiple scattering has become one of 

importance in thermal neutron scattering experiments. The only attempts 

to treat the situation quantitatively are by transport theory codes, 

without any real justification for the validity of such an approach. 

Indeed, there are clearly some cases where this type of approach just 

won't work. Two recent papers(l, 2) have attacked the problem quantum 

mechanically. Each solves for the leading (see later comments.) multiple 

scattering correction term to the cross section. Their approach is 

general (Reference (l) assumes the static approximation) in that they 

get expressions involving two and three-particle correlation functions, 

which are characteristic of the particular scattering medium in question. 

If one takes the results of Reference (1) and applies. it to an ideal 

gas model, one gets strange results (more about this later). Further-

more, there is a strong indication that the term calculated is not the 

leading multiple scattering term at all. Reference (2) does look at 

the heavy ideal gas model. After some queRtionable steps, they get an 

expression which has the multiple scattering correction 10
11 

times the 

single scattering cross section and negative, for low-incident neutron 

energy. This correction term is then doctored by a device which seems 

to be no more than borrowing some of the forward scattering contribution 

so that the cross section is always positive. 

There is a great body of work on the quantum mechanical theory of 

multiple scattering in general by Watson (and occasional co-workers) 

appearing in The Physical Review during the years 1953 through 1959· 
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In my doctoral thesis ( 3), I applied the Watson ·method, in a crude fashion, 

to the·particUlar problem of. thermal neutron ·scattering in the static 

approximation, and then applied the results to an ideal gas model. The 

. . 
treatment, however, was incomplete and left many questions unanswered. 

Besides Watson's work, Goldberger and Seitz ( '1). de8J. ·with the problem of 

nei.xt.'rOD. scattering (including: inu1 tiple scattering)'":-in crystals from .. a 

different point of view. 

This report will commence by carefully reviewing one of· the Wats·on 

papers (5'): This paper appears to be· a thorough_. and· correct (and as 

neariy rigclrous as possible) approach .. to the problem of 'explaining 

mcl. tipl·e f:!ci=l"tteri'ng mechani~aiJ:y.· · I shall try. to 'explain Watson' s· 

:.: .. .-1. ·.:; .. < :,;·. . •. ·.... ~ ··~::,.. .. ~ 
method· wfth more elaborat·ion ''than ·he does in those= areas· in· which he is· 

., •'·t 1 • I' 

a ·b:t~·· bffef' ·(particular att~ritiori""will be"paid ·'to al-l appr·oxi.inations 
·- t .r; .- . . ~ . ... . 

mad.~)"; ·'but will leave' out· much det~:il· that· he covers. or that is 

straightforwEird·. In other words, the· cai•efill.: rea:de:r of ·this report· 

sh.ould read Reference ( 5) also,- preferably first. 

* r'shall"'add an innovation of our· own to the ·watson method ahd 

specialize the approach to the case of.thermal neutron scattering in 

the static approxi.ination. The results will be· appJ:ied to an. ideal .. gas. 

scattering system. Finally, I will make some obser-Vations concerning. 

future wor1{. along this line. 

FORMAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE MULTIPLE SCATTERIJ.'il:G PROBLEM 

The scattering medium consists of a large number N of equivalent 

particles. Its states will be represented by 

* G. c. Summerfield, University of Michigan, has been my constant 

advisor and co-worker. 
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where s is some appropriate set of many body coordinates. (We will use 

Watson's notation throughout this report.) The index y will refer to 

the spatial part of the state and M to the spin part. If~ is the 

Hamiltonian for the medium, then 

ILg = W g 
-"""N y ,M . . y y ,M 

(2) 

where W is the energy of the medium when it is in the state (y,M). 
y 

The incident particle is described by a complete set of plane wave 

-7 -7 
functions A where q = (q,v) and q is its momentum and v its spin 

q 

orientation. Then 

hA q 
E A 

q q 
( 3) 

Here, h is the kinetic energy operator for this particle. The interaction 

potential of the incident particle and the medium is a sum of two-body 

interactions 

N 
v = ~ v 

0:=1 a: 

where Va: is its interaction with the a:th particle of the medium. 

Defining 

H = H __ + h • 
0 -"""N 

The Schrodinger equation which describes the scattering is 

(H + V)1Jr = E 1jr 
o a a a 

which has the boundary condition that for large distances from thP. 

scattering system 

-3-
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. (,~~ ~~ 
because the interaction is short range, ~.e., V r-ra:IJ~ 0 as j r-ra:l ~co, 

Here (r ,M ) represents the initial state of the scattering system. 
0 0 

The problem will be approached from the standpoint of the formal 

theory of scattering. The Moller wave matrix Q is defined such that 

= (8) 

Contrast this with the definition of the T matrix 

(9) 

and it is clear that 

T vn . (10) 

The Schrodinger equation (6) for ~ is a equivalent to the integral 
a 

equation for Q. 

where 

a = E + iT) a H· 
0 

(11) 

(12) 

Here,.~ is the usual positive, infinitesimal parameter introduced 

to define integrals involving a-l 

\•ie Wish to define au U.IJentLu.L' F which will separate the ocattcrcd 

wave into parts "coherent" and "incoherent" with respect to the incident 

wave. The "coherent" wave is that part of the B<.!attered wave which 

leaves the state of the scattering system unchanged, i.e., remains ja). 

Thus, we write 

Q = FQ 
c 

where F and Sl are defined to be the solutions to the equations 
c 

-4;.. 
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. l 
F = l + ---8(V-B)F, n a- c (14) 

The matrix e is yet to be determined, except that we will stipulate 

that nc, and therefore e, must be diagonal in the states lr) describing 

the spatial state of the scattering system: 

Clearly nc must be diagonal if ncla) is to be the coherent 

scattered wave. That it is the correct diagonal matrix, i.e., the 

(15) 

diagonal part of n, will depend on F being selected properly. This 

will be c:hec:ked later. It can be shown that (13) and (14) provide a 

solution to (11). 

Actually, as nc is defined by (15), ncl ~ is the "forward" 

(including spin-flip) scattered wave rather than the "coherent" wave, 

because a change in one of the indices M destroys complete coherence. 

Watson assumes for convenience that none of the states I yM) are 

degenerate, so in the absence of a magnetic field there is no distinction 

between "coherent" and "forward" in his case. With this understanding, 

* we will continue to use the word "coherent" much of the time. 

It is quite important that we be able to separate the forward-

scattered wave from the non-forward scattered wave, because then we can 

* The reason we don't require nc to be diagonal in the states lrM> 
has to do with the fact that experiments don't usually measure final 

spin states or deal with polarized incident beams. 
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put the prqper attenuation of the incident beam into the problem. (The 

coherent wave by itself must not conserve particles.) Failure to 

include the shadow effect, i.e., failure to treat the coherent wave 

properly, leads to breakdowns in the resuit for the incoherent wave 

such as failure of the cross section to obey the optical theorem and, 

of course, failure of the incoherent wave to show any effects of 

attenuation. Furthermore, a specific consequence of ignoring beam 

at;t.P.m,J,ation for an id~al gas scattering system in the static approximation 

is that the double-scattering contribution to the cross section is about 

104 t±mes larger than single scattering for cases for which multiple 

scattering .i·s ':kn0wn to ,be of the order of a few percent. The reason 

I st;pess \&his :point is that the last two papers in the literature on 

multipl!t= Bcattering of thermal neutrons (References (l) and (2)) 

approach the problem from a .simplifl:ed pb,int of vie:W that ·will yield 

the undesirable consequences de·scribed above. 

Now let us require that F satisfy 

F .l + ~ PVF 
a-e (16) 

where :P is an "operator" acting on VF yet to be specified. If .(16) is 

to be equivalent to (14), then we must require 

(17) 

Equation (16) is in a convenient form for introducing a "multiple 

scattering" solution: 

F = l + d-l 
N 

:L 
a:=l 

-6-
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where 

N 
l + d-

1
.' L- Ptl'lA ' 
f3i a: 1-' 1-' 

d a - e . 

(18) 

It can be shown that Eq. (18) satisfies :Eq. (16). Notice that 

j_terating (18) gives 

F 
N 

+ d-l ~ P\xd-~t 13 +· • • · • · 
a:, f3=l 

f3f a: 

(19) 

which in conjunction with Eqs. (13) and (8) provides pretty much the 

type of wave function one would want in order to describe multiple 

scattering. The coherent wave, the single scattered incoherent wave, 

the double scattered incoherent wave, etc . , all appear as separate 

terms. The particle propagates between scatterings (each t corresponds a: 
-1 to a scattering event) according to the propagator d Thus d describes 

the medium and to: the details of each scattering event. The restriction 

on the sums--that no two adjacent indices can be equal--also has a 

physical interpretation: a particle cannot scatter twice in succession 

off the same nucleus. 

There are t.h:ree t.hi_:ne;s one might question about Eq. (19). One is 

the fa.ct that the propagator appearing in (19) is d rather than a. The 

inclusion of e in the description of the medium is necessary in order 

to exhibit the previously discussed attenuation of the incident beam. 
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The presence of the P' s in (19) insures, for example, that the double 

scattering term is actually composed of two incoherent scatters (if it 

were one incoherent and one forward scatter, it would be, for all 

practical purposes, a single scattering event). Finally, there is the 

fact that t as given by (18) is not quite the two body scattering 
a 

operator he cause of the P and the presence of d instead of a. 

The objective now is to choose a P, using the criterion that e, as 

determined by Eq. (17), has to be diagonal in the y-states. Watson's 

first choice for Pis P = PND where the effect of PND·is best 

ill'U.$trated by 

(1-o ) 
em 

From. Eq .. (17), 

Using the general relation, which can be proved, 

vF-L~tF 
a a a 

and the pro~erty of PND (and of 1-PND) Watson shows 

(~u) 

(21) 

(22) 

after some manipulation and approximation. (We are suppressing indices 

other than y.) rte approximation, according to Watson, is better the 

more uncorrelated the position of the scattering nuclei are. His 

reasoning escapes me. It appears that the approximation is simply a 

case of neglecting one part in N (where N is the number of scatterers) 

of "something", and hence is uniformly good for any type of scattering 

material. 

-8-



Another possibility for p which insures that e is diagonal is to 

extend the powers of PND to include control over virtual states. This 

is called P = P and its effect is best shown by the example 
0 

· · · I rn) 

which means that the expression vanishes if any of the states y 2, y 
3

, ; · · J 

If there were a P paired 
0 

with each ta in the expression, then all the states y1 , r2 , .... , 

y must be distinct or the expression vanishes. In other words, a P 
n o 

operates back on the y- state preceding it and says it cannot be 

repeated. Thus, (1-P
0

) re~uires that the y- state preceding it must be 

repeated at least once or the whole expression vanishes. Note that both 

P
0 

and PND affect only the y index (not M, q or v) of a given state of 

the entire system. 

By a process similar to that used for the case of P =. PND' Watson 

concludes that P = P satisfies (17) for 
0 

(23) 

wh~re the approximation is essentially the same as before, according to 

Watson, and my previous comment also applies again---that I don't see 

that the-approximation has anything to do with the structure of the 

scattering sample. 

This latter e is called the optical model potential. We have just 

seen that Watson chose to calculate (rl Bl y) where y i.s any possible 

spatial state of the scattering system. The analysis is much simpler, 

for P = P 
0

, if one tries to calculate <r 
0

1 Bl y 
0

) where II' 
0

) is a 
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special y- state--the initial state of the. system. By (17), 

because e is diagonal in the y- states. The left hand side already 

satisfies the requirement of (1-P 
0
)-- ( y 

0
1 is repeated at least once·--

so we have 

:by .EQ.· (21) • Now examine /y IFI/') f,or P = P . 
' 0 o, 0 

I I I '\ / I -1"'5· . -1 ~· -1 I "" < .,..o F l'o' = '- Y l~ . ,_ P *'·al + rl .?-.. f-' o\n ct .1:' t 2 + ...•.• 'Y > 
'- '/ o . a o al ,a2 . o u u .... 

. l 
0:2:tal 

1 

All the terms except the first in the expansion for F vanish because 

of P and the fact that the initial and final states are the same. 
0 

Thus, with no approximating, 

Then~ is ·no conflict between this result and Eq. (23). 

-10-
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Watson's approach would yield exactly Eq. (24) .instead of (23), 

although this fact obviously is buried in the approximation he made to 

get (23). One might think that (24) would be valid for any y- state, 

since at first glance the.special property of y being the initial state 
0 

does not seem to be a factor. But it is. F operates only on n which c 

is defined to operate only on the initial state I a) = I y ~M0 q0
) So 

the question is, do you really need to lmow all the matrix elements·of 

the diagonal·(in y- states) matrix , or will I -v lei -v ) suffice? We <... 'o 'o 

will comment on this each time the. need aricec to know something about 

the optical potential. 

Let us summarize the possibilities for P and e. 

TABLE I 

p < rl e1 y) 

1 0 

PND - < Yl L tal Y) -
a ' . 

p - (YI ~ taFal Y) -
0 

= <rl L tall r) + (rl L tald-~ota21 r) + ..•••. 
al al,a2 

al:ta2 

p <~'ol 8 l~'o) = <rolL taFal ~'o) 0 a 
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~otice that the e corresponding to P P ND is the first term in 

-the expan,s.ion of the e corresponding to P = P (the optic!ll potential). 
0 

Notice · fL[rther that the second tecrm involv~s double scattering events 

in ~hich the incident particle scatters twice incoherently (the presence 

of i;he .. single P 
0 

is enougl:l to insure this) o:qly to return the sy:;;te:g1 to 

its _initial y- state-surel.Y ~ highly 11,Illikely type of evept exce_pt for 

,a scattering system with .a hi!Sh degr,ee of correlation, ·like a. crystal. 

)wen in this extreme case, it is not clear that neglecting these higher 

orq.~r . terms ·(i.e.' selecting p ND and < rl·e I y) = .( rl t \x'l y) instead 
. u: 

.of tpe full blown optical mod~l) is -so b~d an approximation. Actually, 

_one c;:~n yhysic~ly interpret .:vrh~;J.t is being neglected. It is pretty 

c.:lear ·that one is ignoring the -.augil).enting of the .coherent beam arising 
'' I' ·,.~. ·: ....... ~ .. / ~· \ ..... • ·- \-'> ' • o 0 • - • 0 - > o 

,from if!ibe sys-tem's .:r~-turni-ng to it_.s q~igi:qal st~te after n _incoherent 

s<;:~:t~t~;rsJ In .other ·;worqs, ~f ope ·:set't;le:s ·for P = :~@ and /._ Yl e1 ~) 
( rl 2 :to: I r> ' one is counting .a.J.:!;J.. inc_:i;9,ep.t. pe,rticle.s -~14-'ferin~ at 

= 

. a. ' 
le~st one incoherent scat~er as lost from the cqherent (incident) beam. 

·Th_is .ignore::; the possibility tha.t, such a neutron can scatter back :i.nto 

the coh~rent beam and hence a~ent it. In effect, one ~s treating 

multiple incoherent scattering by ignoring multiple scattering in th~ 

col).er.~nt be_am. 

Support for this interpretation arises when we check, _as we !;laid· 

.. w.e would, .:to see if n c is the right d:i,agona.J,. I)1atr;i.x-i. e., the d;i.a~onal 

part of n.' From (13) 

n = FO 
c 

-12,-



= L (r!Fire) (relnclr) 

~'e 

because nc is diagonal. We have already shown that. (r
0

jFj y
0

) = 1 for 

P = P • The proof holds for any y- state. The proof does not hold for 
0 

P = PND as can quite quickly be shown. Thus, only for P P does F 
0 

effect the desired separation of the s.cattered wave into coherent and 

incoherent parts. 

There would seem to be no more sophisticated choice of P than 

P = P • It accomplishes perfectly the job it is supposed to do--isolate 
0 

the coherent beam. At this point it might be worth commenting on the 

fact that P , as an operator, is certainly strange. At the least it 
0 

must be non-linear. However, P should not be regarded as an actual 
0 

operator but as a counting or bookkeeping aid. What type of scattering 

events one chooses to categorize by the word "coherent", one does not 

wish also to include in the "incoherent" contribution. P reminds us 
0 

what ~e must do at every stage of the game in order to achieve this 

r.nm;i st.P.nry. 

Thus, certainly for cases whe:r·e the scatterer positions are weakly 

correlated, one can approximate the optical model by P = PND and 

( Yj ej y > ·= (rj 2. \:xl y) · The other choice shown in Table I is the 
a 

trivial choice of P = 1, corresponding to e = 0. Since e provides the 

attenuation of the incident beam (as we shall see), this choice is not 

desirable. This selection incidentally is the unconscious choice of 

References (1) and (2) as well as applying to part of the results in 

Reference (3). 
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A little more, mostly spec~ation, will be said later concerning 

-the ch9ic~ of P and e. For now, notice one more thing. Fo;r an .ideal 

gas scattering system, one can quickly convinc~ oneself that P = P ND 

i:;; quite a good choice (as, of course, we thought .it should be). 

Bec~use of the ideal gas model, it is impossible to return th~ 

.scattering system to its ini t;i:al ·state in fewer than four successive 

scatterings by the inci~ent part~cle. Thus the first multiple scattering 

term in t.he expansion for the optical potential that does not vanish 

f?.xactly is the quadruple scattering term; therefore, <.rl el r) = 

( Yl L :t;;Ct I y) should be quite a good a~pr()ximation for the ideal gas. 
u 

.As far a.s the choice of wh.i~h P to use is concerned, if one calculates 

9P.lY .. d91;1l;>).e scattering or -t:r?~pJ,.r; scatterine; co;rrectl.ons to t.he cross 

§.e,9't_iqn 1 one shoyld get :x~c~;L.Y the s~e resl,llts for p ·- PND .as for 

;p .77 
p 

0 
The author essentialJ,.y ver~f~ep_ this ·:i.n Reference ( 3) by 

arb~ tra;rily ·inserting P' s in the muH;i.Pl~ scatteping ex:pam;ion. Of 

course, the attenuation effect did not show because e was still zero. 

Now let's get a clel;l.;re;r 1\lea of the role.playeu by e. As we 

mentioned previously, its appearance 1h the pl"6pagator a_-l suggests it 

augments the description of the medium in which the incident parti§!le 

trav.els between scatters. Let's ml3ke this more ex;plici t. Def:i_ne 

Sinc.e I y
0

) is an eigenstate of n c' 

appears as a simple factor in ~ca 

or 

~ 
ca 

-14,-

(2·5) 

it seems likely that I y 
0

) _ g')' 
0 

Thus define ~ by 
ca 

(26) 

(27) 



Now, from Eq. (14) ,.n... satisfies 
. c 

<I> 
ca 

where v is defined by 
c 

> -1 
*ca = Ia +a 8*ca 

1 + v <I> 
E - b + i~ c ca 

qo 

(28) 

as opposed to the· definition ofY: in Eq. (23). Note that we define v 
c c 

with respect to a particular y- state, y = y . 
0 

Continuing, 

(E - b)<ll 
q ca 

0 

( E - b) I M A. v \ + v <I> q. o q ) c ca 
~--"¥-~0 

·:::=. 0 

'l'hus, 

(b + V )<1> = E <I> c ca q
0 

ca (29) 

This equation depends on the spatial coordinates of only the incident 

particle. By its definition, <I> is related to the coherent beam of 
ca 

incident particles. Thus, Eq. (29) is an effective reduction of the 

problem of the interaction of the coherent beam with the medium to that 

of a particle in a force field. 
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F.or a large uniform scattering medium, one can consider v to be 
c 

some ·f.unction of the momentum operator for the incident particle, L e., 

it is diagonal, to a good approximation, with respect to the spatial 

states (plane waves) of the incident particle. Thus, Eq. (29) has a 

solution of thP. form 

~ = ca 
.ik ·r e .,-o - (30) 

which, when substitute(j. into ·(29) yields the following equation which 

k must satisfy: 
0 

= E 
Q.o 

( 31) 

For th~. cas.e of slab ge,ometry, with the incident beam perp.endi.cular to 

the face of the sla;b, ~is .in the direction of . .9,
0

, the actual incident 

.particle wave vector. 

'We take v to be complex. Thus, by Eq. (31}, k is complex. 
c 0 

Since the wave described by ~ propagates as ei~ "!_ in the medium,. a 
.ca 

positive imaginary part for k_ gives the long-sought attenuation of 
t_\ -

the incident beam. As Watson is careful to point out, k is not an 
-o 

actual partiGle momentum because Eq. ( 29) is not the act.ual Schrodinger 

· equation for the coherent beam of incident particles. It is a reduction 

of a many-body problem to a r·elateu two-body problem. 'l'hus, we are 

not claiming to have complex momenta! 

llJ.l!:AL GAS IN THE STATIC APPRO'.JCIMATlON 

The scattered wave function is 

1jr = n 1 a) = Fit 1 a) a c 
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= [l + d-1 L Ptal + d-1 ~ .Ptal d-~ta2 + 
al al,a2 

C:Xl:#Q:2 

: ... ]~ g 
ca y 

0 

(32) 

and it exhibits the desired separation of the various orders of multiple 

scattering. The first term is the coherent wave, the second the -single-

scattered incoherent wave, the third the double-scattered incoherent 

wa.ve, etc. 

Now let us specialize to a particular scattering system: :and assume 

that the incident particles are thermal neutrons of momentum h3o· 

Consi'der an ideal gas of heavy atoms {neglect possible spin interactions) 

so that the static approximation applies. We shall approximate e by 

the .diagonal part of * ta. As we have indicated previously, this· 

chould be an excellent approximation for the ideal gas. We can now 

approximately determine both the real and the imaginary parts of k . 
0 

We shall later show that v (k) <<~ so that the real part of k is 
c 0 q_ 0 

,o 
much greater than the imaginary part 

k 
0 

and approxiinately eq_ual to q_ . 
0 

To estimate k
01

, we use the ·optical theorem: 

-17-
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First we make some calculations. From Eq. (31) .v (k ) is defined to be 
c 0 

v (k ) 
c 0 (~lvc(qop)l~); I~) 

<:rAI e1 :r~) 

- l:r k 1 2 t 1 :r k ) 
\. o-o a a o-o 

' We have further made the approximation 

ik ·r e-o-

))' k I .l t l:r k >' .:: N(':r k ltl/' k) 
'.. o-o O:=l a o-o o-o o-o 

where t is the two-body scattering operator .. 

+ ik
01 

into Eq. (31); one obtains 

-fl. 2 2 
qokoi qo 2 2 + v (k ) 

2m 
+ ~itl. 

2m c . 0 

Nqw substitute k 
0 

= E 
qo 

( 36) 

(3() 

We neglect the square of the small quantity k
0
I. The imaginary part 

of this complex equation says 

-fl.
2 

q k I + Im {v (k )J = 0 m o o . c o 

and by ( 36) have 

0 
11'--
- q k m o ·or 

We can approximate < r ~It I r ~ > by ( )' o.9o It I )' o.9o) ' and then use 

the optical theorem, since 

-18:... 



to get 

112 . 277r.t2 
N 

qo 
0 m qokoi --- .41T 0 tot = m 

koi 
No tot '2 1 

2 2 2A. 

koi 
1 

=-
{39) 2/1, 

where, if there is no abcorbtion present, A. is the scattering mean 

free path. 

Now we can quickly verify that q
0 

>> k
0
I. If "-deB is the deBroglie 

wavelength of the incident particles, then 

so 

q >> k I 
0 0 

1 
qci =-A.

deB 

if 

which is a very good approximation. 

Notice that we have had to say something explicit about the 

optical potential e to deduce that k
0

I = ~A.' namely 

= N <y 0 I t I y 0 '> 
The point is, we had to know the expectation value of e just for the 

initial y- state, not for any possible y- state. 

Now let's calculate the single scattering term in the scattered 

wave funr.t.ion nf F:CJ.. (3?) for this problem. The expreccion ic 

( ) -3/2 ~ -1 ik ·r 2Tr L d -pt e -o -g 
a: a: yo 

(40) 
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Introduce a complete set of intermediate neutron and nuclear 

states 

= ('a) -9/2 r d-1 ~~ J~ 3ql ye i_g, ~.E) ( ei.9. ·_E'YI Pta: I ei~ . .E ) g'Y 
a: 'Y 0 

Note: the q's are real. 

Consider 

The only approximation known £or evaluating the matrix elements of a 

scattering operator between thermal neutron [:ltates i::; the Lippmarm-

Schwinger approximation 

2 
~ i(k -_g,)·r --a.e -o -a m o · ( 41) 

where 

and 

~ 

nncl "a " is the bol.Uld ~;J.tom scatterinp; lenp;th, P is the momenttun n n 

operator for the neutron, and ~ is the reduced mass of the neutron 

and nucleus. 

Our job is cut out for us. We have to approximatE'! t by t(o) 
a: a: 

-1 
which means approximating d by Gu; i.e., we require 

w + E - ~ - h - e + 1 TJ ~ - h + i r1 
'Yo qo 

( 42) 
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(Since· we assume the nuclei are heavy, 1-1·.:: m, the neutrGn ·mass.) The 

static -~pproximation ·enables us ·to ignore W and R_. 
Yo -~ 

Now consider from Eq. (36) 

vc(k
0

) .:: N <r~J tJ y~) 
2 

.::-N 21rh f(o) 
m 

W~ can make an order-of-magnitude comparison of this with 

E = 
~ 

and·thereby get some idea whether we can neglect e compared with h in 

Eq • .(42). Assuming N- 10
23, f(o) - 10":'12cm, and q

0
- lO~cm"""\ 

v .:(k ) 
c 0 ·

E 
% 

0 3 -1° 10 '- ·10 '- ·10 
. 1016 

1 

= 104 

This ·shoUld not be interpreted as meaning we can just forget about the 

optical potential completely. The important thing about the optical 

potential is that it is complex and even a small amount of damping is 

significant if the neutron travels far enough in the medium. 

Thus, .we can see our way clear to approximating d-l by G • In 
0 

evaluating 

-1 in ·r) d J ye ..:3..-

we use only the static approximation (this time) on d so that 

and thus have 

-lJ in•r:_\ d ye..:;!, / 

-21-
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where 

as opposed to v (q), defined just for y = y • So here we need all the c 0 

diagonal elements of e with respect to the y- states. Eq. (40) can now 

be written 

5 iq· (r-r ) 

< ik ·r 3 e- - ~ I y) y I Pe -o ~ d q ~....;,__ __ h_,2-=.:....,..2 -----

. E - E..._9._ -
~ 2m 

The integral 

qe-== --a j , d3 in·(r-r) 
( 45) 

+ iT) 

can be evaluated by contour integration to· yield 

( 46) 

>rhere q' is the root of 

In order to get anywhere at this point, one has to (and Watson does) 

approximate v(y) by vCro) = v so that, by Eq. (31), 
c c c 

q' = k 
0 

So, once more, al.l one needs is <r
0
l e1 r

0
) • 

Eq. (44) for the single scattered wave l>eeomes finally 

..,. 
ik ·r 1 y '\., 

e-o -a O/ ( 47) 

which is essentially Watson's result·. In going from Eq. (44) to Eq. (47), 
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we have had to set P = l so that we could invoke the closure property 

of the complete set of ·y- states. Since we certainly do not want to 

take e = 0, this seems to involve approximating P and e to d~fferent 

orders, according to Table 1. There is nothing inherently wrong in 

this provided the combination gives a sufficiently good degree of 

approximation for the ideal gas in the static approximation. Watson 

apparently feels that it does. I have my doubts and will say more 

about this later. The effect on the result (47) of _choosing'P = PND 

would be to ~ubtract from (45) a correction term equal to (44) 

evaluated for y = y • For single scattering, however, the question 
0 

isn't important because such a correction ·term would involve a delta 

function of the momentum transfer and be identifiable therefore -as 

forward scattering-purely an<'l s;i,m:ply :pa.rt. of the coherent 'beam. 

A cimilar treatment for the double scattered term in Eq. (32) 

yields 

where· 

d(q) -
_.,:,292 2 2 
u +~ 

2m 2m 

and for P = 1, Eq. (48) reduces to 

(27r) -3/2~ 2 i_ 
. o:l,o:2=l 

0:1 :ta:2 

ik lr-r I e o--o: 
l 

IE-Ea I' 
l 

ik I r -r 1 
e o -o:l -o:2 

I r -r I 
-o:l -o:2 

-23-
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which is essentially Watson's result. The corrections to Eq. (49) 

stemming from P == PND are simply the negative of Eq. (48) evaJ.ua.t.erl 

for y e y (ally) and for y == y (ally). Concerning these correction e o 

terms, the author examined the case P == PND but e == 0 in Reference (3) 

(as was mentioned before) and found that the effect on the cross section 

of these terms was enormous, and not just in the forward direction. 

Whether such a contribution was a spurious effect due to the absence 

of attenuation in the model is hard to say. We shall see why it is 

hard to say when we try to get an analytical result for the cross 

eection. 

Our expressions (47) and (49) clearly are not valid for large~· 

Eq. (49), for example, l:;hows tlle neutron plane wave propC::Lgating with 

attenuation from the point at which it enters the slab medium (~ = 0) 

to the o:2 'ond nucleus, located at r . A spherical wave propagates 
-o:2 

with attenuation from this first collision point to the second 

collosion, with the nucleus labeled o:1 . Finally another spherical wave 

propagates with attenuation from this second collision point arbitrarily 

far j_nto space. 

To get the neutron "out of. the scattering medium," we must go 

back to Eq. ( 4?) .and note that v ~ i') ( q) = u outs~de the scattering med.lum 

and thus q' = k
0 

for r inside the scattering system but q' = ~ for~ 

outside the scattering system. Matching wave functions at the sample 

boundary gives for the single scattered wave function outside the 

scattering sample 

(50) 
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where p(r ) is the distance from the Q'th nucleus to the boundary of · 
a: . 

the scattering system in the direction (r-r ). Eq. (49) can be . --a 

similarly adjusted after the last scattering. Making the conventional 

"large r" approximations 

-iO~·r e '""!·-a; ·(51} 

.1'\ 
where .9:r = Q

0
r because of the static approximation. Eq. (50) becomes 

i(k -a~)·r e -o -=r· -a c 

i 
or, since k

0 
= q

0 
+ 2 A.' 

3.a 
where xa: = -·r and K = q - a~· q -a - -=o '""'!. 

0 

iq r 
e o 

r 

iq r e o 
r 

Similarly, Eq. (49) for the double scattered wave becomes for 

large r: 

ik ·r e-o -a 
2 

(52) 

We can evaluate p(Ea) approximately (in the sense that the 

expression holds for ~ almost everywhere in the scattering sample) for 

small angle scattering and for nearly-right-angle scattering. 
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Small Angle Scattering 

·~ 
e 

Nearly-Right-Angle Scattering 

Detector 

cos e -

p(r ) -a 

sin e = 

x -x 
o a 

p 

x -x o a 
cos e 

v -v ·u ·u 
p 

yo-ya 
sin e 

In each <.!a::; e., e 1::; Ll1e ::;(.!ct L Lt:l'ln.g angle and r "' (x Y. z ) • ' -a a' a' a 
Before going on to the cross section, let me comment on the 

(55) 

inevitable "I could have written that down right off the bat" cries 

concerning Eqs. (52) and (53) . Certainly. Better yet, ·people have. ( 6) 

If Eqs .• (52) and (53) didn't look pretty much the way intuition says 

they should~ then is the time to raise a real outcry. The surprise 

package in the Watson treatment (of course, it is the clo::;e::;t tbing to 

a rigorous derivation, and worth doing for that alone) is the presence 

of P. Unless it can be shown that P = 1 is a good approximation for 

cases of interest, intuition gets a little jolt here. 

THE CROGS SECTION 

Write Eq. (32) for the scattered wave 
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\jr (r) 
a- [A(r) + B(r) + C(r) + · · · · · ·] l~'o) 

.where 
X 

A = (27rf3/ 2 e- 2~ ei.9oo "! 

for a slab scattering system of thickness 

expression .(52) and C by (53). 

X • 
0 

B is given ·by the 

(56) 

(57) 

The cross section is related to the expectation value in the state 

.\jr o. of the quantum mechan:i,cal neutron current operator ~' thermal 

averaged over all possible scattering system initial stayes y • Denote 
0 

this vector quantity by <j ) . -sc 

) e-~w~'o(o/al~lo/a) 
~'o 

The current operator is usually taken to be 

J ~ l/2 [5(r-R), v ] 
-- --op + 

(58) 

(59) 

where !. is the neutron position vector, ~ is the evaluation point (for 

our purposesc, the location of the detector), v is the neutron -op 

veolocity operator 

11 
~op = mi \l r 

and ]+denotes the anti-commutator. 

One <.;an show, using A and B for example, that 
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·fi * * 2mi [A grad B - B grad A ]r=R (60) 

and therefore, 

(61) 

Using these relationships and a little manipulation, Eq. (58) becomes 

.J.sc = z-1 L e -~w')' < Yl~ rm{ A* grad A + B* grad B + c* grad c 
')' 

* * * * + A grad B - B grad A + A grad C - C grad A (62) 

where 

z 

From Eq. (57), it is obvious that 

X 

grad A -J/~ ~ ~ in •r 
~ (~) e 2~ ie ~o - 3o 

so that terms involving grad A contribute to the scattered current 

only in the forward direction and may be. ignored. Since 

iq r 
e o 

gL·a.<l ~ 
r r 

r=R 

iq R 
= (iq ~ !) e o ·~ 

o R R 
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(where 1' is the unit vector B/R) 
/\ 

the other terms are all vectors in the direction R. 

The differential scattering cross section, ~g is obtained by 

multiplying the magnitude of < j ) (for R in the 
-sc -1iq 

direction of g) by 

R
2 

divided by the average incoming current(~): 
m 

where 

is called the thermal average over initial nuclear states. 

(66) 

(67) 

The terms in Eq. (66) in order represent single scattering, double 

scattering, interference between single and double scattering, and the 

last four terms represent the interference between the coherent beam and 

the incoherent beam. We have neglected multiple scattering of order 

higher than double scattering. 

One can show that the cross section for single scattering for 

l>mall sc:u:~·hering angles e ic approximately 

X 
0 sec e xo 

e ~ [e- ~ [l - sec Bl l] 
sec 0 - l 

where x is the thickness of the slab scatterin~,S sample. I don't 
0 

(68) 

propose to push this any further. Note that the exponential attenuation 

factors make it impossible to get anywhere analytically except for 
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single scattering--and then one can get only approximate results for 

certain scattering angles. This is for the simplest possible model--

the ideal gas in the static approximation. 

DISCUSSION 

If there is any future to attacking multiple scattering quantum 

mechanically, it must involve numerical integration. Once on the 

computer, a model involving_particle correlations should not be much 

more difficult than the ideal gas. However, it would be interesting 

to clear up the ideal gas problem first because it would shed some 

light on-the regions of validity of the various approximations fore 

and P mentioned in this report. 

As I have stated, I did the ideal gas case in my thesis for e = P, 

P = .. P ND (or P 
0 

since there is no difference in the ideal gas model 

through trip..Le scattering). 1 a..Lso did the problem ±'ore= 0 and 

P = 1, but the results were absurd, with weird oscillating dependence 

on the dimensions of the scattering sample, double scattering being 

approximately 104 times-single scattering, etc. Setting P = PND went 

a long way toward clearing up the difficulties. All the interference 

terms between the various orders of scattering vanished identically 

(as intuition says they should). The single scattering contribution 

(per atom) to ~g was simply 1~1 2 
and the double scattering contribution 

. 4 
was 4~PI~I R

0
.where R

0 
was the radius of the spherical scattering 

sample. It should be pointed out that these results are on shaky 

ground because of an approximation made upon transforming variables of 

integration--namely that for a large scattering sample, the limits of 

integration could be held fixed. However, this should probably not 

-30-
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affect the most interesting :point-::-that even for an idea.J_,_gas, one 

app~r~:nt],y cannot use P = l. I say "apparently" because it is still 

poss_ible that the ?Purious .results were more .. a result of setting e = 0 

than P = 1. A calculation of the interference term between single and 

double:.Scl:!.ttering,. in Eq. (6?) would help settle thi_s point. 

As;.for~·]ll!_i·W~~.e; applip_a~~on to a scattering system of :),nt_e.;re!:?~-
., ._.-:. \ . -· .. 

like a ,crystal~what choice of P an~ e one would. need to get. an,, 

accurate approximation is pure speculation. However, it is comforting 
. .cr 

to know- that 

(69) 

is: no~ ·_an .. ~Ilprqx-~tion b~sed on weak correlati.ons, but::·~~.J?~~ies to 

an:yth~;n;g,_. ,includ~~ ._cr;y:st.a.J~s ., So if one is conv~~ced that -~1 he ne~~l 

to :kn.-f?? ab9ut- e .is <yo 1 e 1 y 6 ). rather th~ ( rl o I_ y) . for gene!"at. r '·· 

then. at least he has a solid starting point at which he knows where he 

stands.. (As I have pointEd out, Watson's paper indicates that ( 69) is 

itself an .. approximation based on weak correlations.) From there, one 
N 

can mak~ a:p:r:rm:xj_mations-i.e., terminate the series Z:: \)!~ ai'ter one 
. . a~ . 

or· tw:o·_term_s-with·. some hope of examining their validity. 'I'h_is is why 

I:_ st:r:-e(3sed1·~tlfl= ,cs>ntention t~:r;oughout this report, that Watson really 

uses .only.~ (:r0JJI;y0 _). in.,cth~, e~d, ... 

Gqing_ further, i_t seems_possible that approximating ( y 
0 
I e I y 

0
) 

by __ · the fi::r._!3t term. in i tp_ se;ries / 'Y I "j t I { ) , might not be a bad 
. . ' 0 ... - a: 0/ 

a 
a~pro:Ximl:!.tioJ?. even for a crystal. That about which it is really 

difficult . e:ven to svecula:te is the choice of P. Presumably, since 

~a'!!h. choice of P leads to a cqrresponding value for <r 
0

1 Bl y 
0
)( see 

Table 1.) , going. from P P
0 

through P = PND to P = l involves a 
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relaxing of inter-atom correlations because it is obvious-this is the 

case for the e's. Yet it is a point well worth checking because it 

would be a considerable simplification if one could get by with P = l. 

As for e, I have no idea how one could proceed if he found it necessary 

to take the first two terms in the expansion for the right hand side of 

Eq. (69). 

It would be interesting to determine whether, for a scattering 

system with interactions, the leading multiple scattering correction 

to the cross section is the cross term between single and double 

scattering (as iJ:rlplied by Reft=L'ences (l) and (2)) or the purP.l y double 

scattering term (as my P = P ND' e = 0 calculation indicates for an 

ideal gas). This would determine which. term (if not both) would have 

to be calculated for all the various models of interest. 

Perhaps the most serious limitation of this whole model of 

' 
multiple scattering is the apparently unavoidable usc of the ·static 

approximation. How one would do the problem for the case of energy 

transfer is not clear a't all. 

If :i.t turns out . that one cannot get by with simple choices of e 

and P, it might well be that the primary value of a quantum mechanical 

approach to multiple scattering would be to justify the transport 

theory approach and perhaps define its regions of validity. Watson 

touches on this point in another paper. ( 7) 
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